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Abstract The boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation

(BSISO) has strong convective activity centers in Indian

(I), Western North Pacific (WNP), and North American

(NA) summer monsoon (SM) regions. The present study

attempts to reveal BSISO teleconnection patterns associ-

ated with these dominant intraseasonal variability centers.

During the active phase of ISM, a zonally elongated band

of enhanced convection extends from India via the Bay of

Bengal and Philippine Sea to tropical central Pacific with

suppressed convection over the eastern Pacific near

Mexico. The corresponding extratropical circulation

anomalies occur along the waveguides generated by the

North African-Asian jet and North Atlantic-North Euro-

pean jet. When the tropical convection strengthens over the

WNPSM sector, a distinct great circle-like Rossby wave

train emanates from the WNP to the western coast of

United States (US) with an eastward shift of enhanced

meridional circulation. In the active phase of NASM, large

anticyclonic anomalies anchor over the western coast of US

and eastern Canada and the global teleconnection pattern is

similar to that during a break phase of the ISM. Exami-

nation of the evolution of the BSISO teleconnection reveals

quasi-stationary patterns with preferred centers of tele-

connection located at Europe, Russia, central Asia, East

Asia, western US, and eastern US and Canada, respec-

tively. Most centers are embedded in the waveguide along

the westerly jet stream, but the centers at Europe and

Russia occur to the north of the jet-induced waveguide.

Eastward propagation of the ISO teleconnection is evident

over the Pacific-North America sector. The rainfall anom-

alies over the elongated band near the monsoon domain

over the Indo-western Pacific sector have an opposite ten-

dency with that over the central and southern China,

Mexico and southern US, providing a source of intrasea-

sonal predictability to extratropical regions. The BSISO

teleconnection along and to the north of the subtropical jet

provides a good indication of the surface sir temperature

anomalies in the NH extratropics.

Keywords Teleconnection � Intraseasonal variation �
Monsoon � Boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation

1 Introduction

Boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO) exhibits

complex and interactive propagation features (Zhu and

Wang 1993; Wang and Rui 1990; Wang and Xie 1997;

Annamalai and Slingo 2001), including equatorial eastward

propagation (Madden and Julien 1971; Hsu et al. 2004),

poleward propagation over the northern Indian Ocean and

western North Pacific (Yasunari 1979; Kawamura et al.

1996; Kemball-Cook and Wang 2001; Teng and Wang

2003; Jiang et al. 2004), as well as into the southern

hemisphere (Comeaux 1991; Krishnamurti et al. 1992). In

addition, there is westward propagation from the western

North Pacific to Indian monsoon region on a shorter

(10–25 day) time scale (Chen and Murakami 1988; Fuku-

tomi and Yasunari 1999; Annamalai and Slingo 2001; Mao

and Chan 2005; Yang et al. 2008; Kikuchi and Wang

2009). A seesaw teleconnection in rainfall anomalies was
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found between the southern Bay of Bengal (5�–15�N, 80�–

100�E) and the eastern Pacific-Mexico (5�–15�N, 85�–

105�W) with a quasi-monthly (32 day) time scale (Wang

et al. 2006). Through the propagating process, BSISO plays

an important role in modulating global scale tropical-

extratropical circulation anomalies and severe weather

systems such as tropical cyclones (Kikuchi and Wang

2010). It is also a possible source of seasonal climate

predictability for precipitation (Wang et al. 2009; Lee et al.

2010) and extratropical atmospheric circulation (Lee et al.

2011).

The features of BSISO and its association with the Asian

and North American summer monsoon have been exten-

sively documented by the previous studies (Knutson et al.

1986; Kawamura et al. 1996; Mo 2000; Higgins et al. 2000;

Annamalai and Slingo 2001; Lorenz and Hartmann 2006;

Ding and Wang 2007; Jiang and Lau 2008; Jiang and

Waliser 2009). As the BSISO convection activates over the

western North Pacific, distinct trans-Pacific wave train

extends to eastern Pacific/North America along a ‘‘great

circle’’ route and influences the North American monsoon

with somewhat shorter time scale of 20–28 days (Mullen

et al. 1998; Mo 2000; Jiang and Lau 2008). Ding and Wang

(2007) found a coupled intraseasonal mode between the

northern Indian summer monsoon and mid-latitude circu-

lation, which involves an eastward and southward propa-

gation of the wave train originating from the northeastern

Atlantic that affects the intraseasonal variability in the

northwestern India and Pakistan; meanwhile the rainfall

variation over Northern Indian monsoon region can rein-

force downstream propagation of wave trains in the mid-

latitude.

When the BSISO convection is enhanced over the entire

Asian summer monsoon trough (consistent with the active

cycle of the Asian summer monsoon), stretching from the

Indian continent through the Bay of Bengal, South China

Sea to the equatorial west Pacific, the large scale meridi-

onal circulation and Walker-type east–west circulations

that cover most of the tropics are significantly enhanced

(Annamalai and Slingo 2001), which must have an

immense impact on the extratropical circulation through

excitation and propagation of Rossby wave trains. How-

ever, description of BSISO teleconnection pattern from a

global perspective has not been systematically investigated

and our knowledge on the temporal and spatial structures

and dynamics of BSISO teleconnection is still limited. In

addition, it is important to examine the evolutionary fea-

tures of the teleconnection when the BSISO progress from

one to another phase.

The objective of the present study is to document global

scale BSISO teleconnection and its evolution characteris-

tics. In Sect. 2, the data and statistical method used in this

study are described. The dominant modes of BSISO and its

connection with the extratropical circulation anomalies are

documented in Sect. 3. Time evolutions of the BSISO

teleconnection according to each monsoon indices are

explored in Sect. 4. The BSISO teleconnection and its

impact on the precipitation and temperature distributions

over the NH are described in Sect. 5. Conclusion is given in

Sect. 6.

2 Data and methodology

The data used in the present study include daily data

derived from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis and

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

daily mean outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from 1979

to 2010. Daily precipitation data over land area

(1979–2005) from Climate Prediction Center (CPC) unified

global gauge daily analysis (Xie et al. 2007) are also used

to investigate the influence of the extratropical telecon-

nection patterns on precipitation over the NH land areas.

Boreal summer is defined as June through September

(JJAS).

The BSISO is known to have two major peaks, roughly

30–60 day and 10–25 day. The shorter time scale

(10–25 day) convection and its associated extratropical

circulation is found to have rather regional scale phenom-

ena (Annamalai and Slingo 2001; Yang et al. 2008). The

present study will focus on global perspective of BSISO

which has a peak in 30–60 day range. The Lanczos band-

pass filter (Duchon 1979) with a cut off period of

30–60 day is applied to daily datasets.

A Student’s t test was used to assess the statistical sig-

nificance of the regression analysis in Sects. 3 through 5.

To reveal energy propagation along the wave train in the

extratropics, the wave activity flux vector (Plumb 1985) is

analyzed in Sect. 4. The 2-D wave activity flux in relation

to Rossby wave train pattern is calculated in spherical

coordinates as follows.

Wave activity fluxðWAFÞ ¼ p cos ;
p0

�
v02 � 1

2Xa sin /
oðv0U0Þ

ok

�u0v0 þ 1
2Xa sin /

oðu0U0Þ
ok

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð1Þ

where ([, k) are the (latitude, longitude); p is pressure;

p0 = 1,000 mb; u0, v0, and U are the stationary distur-

bance’s zonal wind, meridional wind, and geopotential

height, respectively; a and X are the earth’s radius and

rotation frequency, respectively. The WAF provides direct

information on wave activity propagation, as the flux is

parallel to the group velocity of Rossby waves.
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3 Dominant modes of the BSISO teleconnection

In this section, we investigate the teleconnection of the

intraseasonal oscillation in the NH summer from three

dominant ISO activity centers. During boreal summer,

there are three major BSISO convective action centers in

the tropics which are also associated with the active/break

cycles of boreal summer monsoons. Figure 1 shows that

large ISO variances are found in the off-equatorial mon-

soon troughs over the Indian subcontinent and adjacent

ocean, the western North Pacific, and the eastern Pacific

near Mexico where Indian (I), western North Pacific

(WNP), and North American (NA) summer monsoon (SM)

prevail, respectively. In the Indian Ocean, two maximum

latitude centers are found over the Arabian Sea/Bay of

Bengal (10�–20�N) and the equatorial Indian Ocean,

respectively, while in the western Pacific and eastern

Pacific near Mexico, the centers are concentrated in 10�–

20�N latitude bands. The ISO over three locations indicate

the active/break ISM, WNPSM, and NASM activity,

respectively. Here we select these three intraseasonal

action centers to examine the dominant coupled modes

between BSISO and the Northern Hemisphere (NH)

extratropics.

To objectively find the robust intraseasonal coupled

modes between the tropics and the extratropics, we used

circulation (dynamic) indices for the ISM, WNPSM, and

NASM (Fig. 1). The circulation ISO index (I) for the ISM,

WNPSM, and NASM regions are defined using the

meridional difference of 30–60 day 850 hPa zonal winds

between a southern (or southwestern) and a northern box

with respect to each convective maximum variability

centers (Wang and Fan 1999; Wang et al. 2001). These

meridional shears of zonal winds represent the relative

vorticity at the 850 hPa, which measure the strength of the

corresponding monsoon trough. The intraseasonal varia-

tions of the circulation indices fully represent the active/

break cycles of the corresponding summer monsoons.

ISMI ¼U850½5� � 15
�
N; 40

� � 80
�
E�

� U850½20
� � 30

�
N; 70

� � 90
�
E�;

WNPSMI ¼U850½5� � 15
�
N; 100

� � 130
�
E�

� U850½20
� � 30

�
N; 110

� � 140
�
E�;

NASMI ¼U850½10
� � 20

�
N; 140

� � 110
�
W]

� U850½20
� � 30

�
N; 115

� � 90
�
W�:

To confirm the reliability of the circulation index, we

also used convective index as defined by the area-averaged

OLR anomalies of each convective maximum variability

center (box in dashed line).

C ISMI ¼ OLR½7:5� � 22:5
�
N; 60

� � 90
�
E�;

C WNPSMI ¼ OLR½10
� � 22:5

�
N; 110

� � 140
�
E�;

C NASMI ¼ OLR[10
� � 20

�
N; 120

� � 90
�
W]:

In Sects. 3 and 4, we applied each index to obtain the

regressed fields of OLR, 200 hPa geopotential height

(GPH200), 850 hPa geopotential height (GPH850),

precipitation, and 2 m air temperature (T2m) during NH

summer for the period of 1979–2010 (1979–2005 for

precipitation).

Fig. 1 Standard deviation of the intraseasonal outgoing longwave

radiation (OLR) anomaly during the boreal summer (June–Septem-

ber) from 1979 to 2010. The intraseasonal anomaly is defined as the

daily data with the long-term mean removed and 30–60 day filtered

using Lanczos band-pass filter. Black solid boxes indicate the location

selected for each circulation monsoon indices: Indian summer

monsoon, ISM, U850 (5�–15�N, 40�–80�E: 20�–30�N, 70�–90�E)

Western North Pacific summer monsoon, WNPSM, U850 (5�–15�N,

100�–130�E: 20�–30�N, 110�–140�E) and North American summer

monsoon, NASM U850 (10�–20�N, 140�–110�W: 20�–30�N,

115�W–90�W). Red dashed boxes indicate the location selected for

each convective monsoon indices: C_ISM, OLR [7.5�–22.5�N, 60�–

90�E], C_WNPSMI = OLR [10�–22.5�N, 110�–140�E], C_NA-

SMI = OLR [10�–20�N, 120�–90�W]. The unit of OLR is W/m2
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3.1 Intraseasonal monsoon indices

We first show the time series of intraseasonal monsoon

variability by circulation and convective indices in Fig. 2.

The years randomly picked show distinct interannual

variability in its amplitude and phase propagation. Both

the intraseasonal variability of the circulation and con-

vective indices show similar features such as having

the predominant 30–60 day signal, 1979 has the largest

amplitude in the early summer. Also, the ISMI and

WNPSMI have close time-lagged relationship and the

ISMI and NASMI have an opposite tendency. The cir-

culation (convection) index showed ISMI leading WNP-

SMI by 4–6 (9–10) day with the correlation coefficient

0.5 (0.3), the ISMI and NASMI has the simultaneous

(ISMI 1–3 day lead NASMI) correlation of -0.6 (-0.4).

There exist some time lag between the circulation and

convective indices and the correlation between two dif-

ferent monsoon regions has higher values in circulation

indices.

3.2 Regressed teleconnection patterns with respect

to three action centers

3.2.1 Circulation indices

To search for the teleconnection patterns associated

with the active intraseasonal action centers, we obtained

regressed maps of OLR and GPH200 fields with respect to

three intraseasonal monsoon circulation indices in Fig. 3.

The intraseasonal OLR anomalies associated with the ISMI

(Fig. 3a) show a zonally elongated band of active con-

vection from the Arabian Sea via India, Bay of Bengal, and

South China Sea, to the Philippine Sea with light convec-

tion extending further east to the central Pacific. In the

tropics, the zonal extent of the convective activity covers

entire tropical Indo-Pacific sector except for the eastern

Pacific near Mexico. The suppressed convection is con-

fined to the equatorial eastern Indian Ocean and the eastern

Pacific near Mexico. The enhanced convection over Indian

subcontinent reflects the active phase of Indian summer

Fig. 2 Intraseasonal monsoon indices by a circulation and b convection defined based on Fig. 1. Each year is from June 1st to September 30th.

Each index is normalized by its standard deviation. Red, green, blue lines indicate ISMI, WNPSMI, NASMI, respectively
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monsoon. The extratropical teleconnection pattern associ-

ated with this tropical convective activity shows a chain of

anomalous anticyclonic centers located at northwest India,

East Asia, Aleutian islands in the North Pacific and

cyclonic anomalies extends from Southeast Asia through

subtropical Pacific-western coast of United States to Can-

ada. In the high-latitudes, a wave-like pattern is also seen

from Western Europe to central Siberia. The extratropical

wave train over Eurasian sector has been mentioned in

Ding and Wang (2007)’s study, which showed the coupled

intraseasonal variation with the summer monsoon con-

vection over the northwestern India/Pakistan. Their time-

lagged singular vector decomposition analysis showed that

the mid-latitude Eurasian wave train originates from the

northeastern Atlantic and traverses Europe to central Asia.

This equatorward wave train enhances the upper-level high

pressure and reinforces the convection over the north-

western India/Pakistan region, which reenergizes the

downstream propagation of the wave train to East Asia.

The convective activity associated with the WNPSMI in

Fig. 3b shows the largest intensity in the South China Sea-

Philippine Sea with a suppressed signal over the equatorial

Indian Ocean and eastern Pacific near Mexico. The corre-

sponding GPH200 pattern shows a strong anomalous high

over North Asia to the north of the enhanced convection

from the WNP and the centers of the negative anomalies

positioned over the western and northeastern coasts of

North America. Compared to Fig. 3a, the ISO convection

Fig. 3 The regressed

intraseasonal anomalies of OLR

(shaded, in W/m2) and GPH200

(contour, in gpm) against

a ISM, b WNPSM, and

c NASM circulation indices

defined in Fig. 1. Dotted areas
represent statistically significant

regions of GPH200 at 95 %

confidence level to the north of

20�N by student’s t test
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over the northern Indian Ocean has decayed which is

related with the weakening of the anticyclonic anomaly

over the Southwest Asia while it is more strengthened in

the North Asia. The anomalies over the subtropical and

North Pacific have weakened with the eastward shift

while that over the Atlantic sector shows the intensified

feature.

Figure 3c reflects the tropical convection and extra-

tropical circulation anomalies associated with enhanced

NASM. The strongest negative anomaly of intraseasonal

convection appears over the Mexico and the Gulf of

Mexico-Caribbean Sea. The convective activity in Fig. 3c

has spatial resemblance with both Fig. 3a, b, but more

close to Fig. 3a with the corresponding signs reversed.

Figure 3c reveals that the upper-level intraseasonal circu-

lation anomalies associated with an enhanced NASM are

an elongated anomalous high stretching from the North

Pacific through western coast of United States (US) to

Canada and a huge negative anomaly in the Asian conti-

nent. Due to the heating from the eastern Pacific near

Mexico, the anticyclonic circulation anomaly center near

the western coast of US is strong.

From Fig. 3c, the seesaw teleconnection in rainfall

anomalies between the southern Bay of Bengal and the

eastern Pacific (Wang et al. 2006) is found to be consistent

with the convective activity in the present study, indicating

that there exist a strong negative phase relationship

between the ISMI and NASMI (correlation coefficient is -

0.62). Furthermore, the upper-level height anomalies also

show a seesaw teleconnection between the Asian continent

and North Pacific, which link to opposite convective

anomalies between the Indo-west Pacific and eastern

Pacific-Mexico, and represent a coherent tropical-extra-

tropical teleconnection.

3.2.2 Convective indices

To compare with the circulation indices, we show in Fig. 4,

the regressed OLR and GPH200 with respect to the con-

vective indices. A close look at each regressed OLR pat-

terns show similarities with Fig. 3 in their distribution over

the global tropics and the maximum convective centers at

each monsoon phases. Meanwhile, there is a slight differ-

ence in the location of the convective anomaly especially

in ISMI and NASMI. The OLR anomaly in Fig. 4a have

maximum center at the northern Bay of Bengal through

northern Arabian Sea which is located slightly to the south

of that by circulation index. Hence, the circulation/con-

vective index reflect the active convection more towards

the northern/southern Indian subcontinent. The convective

(suppressed) anomaly over the tropical western-central

Pacific (eastern Pacific near Mexico) is weaker compared

to Fig. 3a.

Due to the difference of the tropical convective activity,

the regressed GPH200 in Fig. 4a also shows a little dis-

crepancy over the Russia-East Asia sector. The southward

shift and weakening of the convective activity over the

western Pacific is related to the strengthening of the

Atlantic-Europe wavetrain and the weakening of the anti-

cyclonic anomaly over the East Asia. In Fig. 4c, the

elongated anticyclonic anomaly in the North Pacific-US is

shift to west compared to Fig. 3c. From Figs. 3 and 4, it is

plausible that there is a little time lag between these two

indices. The lead-lag time correlation between the

convective and circulation indices for ISMI, WNPSMI,

NASMI revealed that the convective index leads circula-

tion index by 2, 0, 3 day with the coefficient of -0.81,

-0.88, -0.82, respectively.

Results presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4 basically confirm that

the circulation and convective index both can reflect robust

and significant BSISO teleconnection by each monsoon

indices with time lag. However, for the further analysis, we

will focus on the circulation index which showed higher

correlation between each monsoon indices (Fig. 1) and also

may be more beneficial for the future study that will ana-

lyze possible interdecadal variation while the convective

index has been limited to the period after 1979.

3.3 Leading modes of BSISO and its teleconnection

To figure out whether the BSISO teleconnection by three

intraseasonal monsoon activity centers are the true domi-

nant modes of ISO and ISO teleconnection in the NH

summer, we obtained first two leading modes from EOF

analysis using 30–60 day filtered OLR anomalies from

1979 to 2010. Figure 5 indicates that the first mode

resembles the regressed OLR and GPH200 by WNPSMI

and the second mode matches that by ISMI (-NASMI),

which proves that three action centers represent resolute

dominant modes of BSISO and their teleconnection.

4 Time evolution of the BSISO teleconnection

It is very important to show temporal evolution of the

BSISO teleconnection in order to explain the possible

cause and effect of the tropical-extratropical interaction.

Thus, we obtained regressed OLR and the upper and lower-

level geopotential height anomalies against the ISM,

WNPSM, and NASM indices at a time lag ranging from

-10 to ?10 days. To examine the quasi-stationary wave

energy propagation, we also diagnose wave activity flux to

analyze the global picture of wave propagation along the

jet with the evolution of the ISO. The temporal evolution of

OLR represents the active cycle of intraseasonal oscillation

corresponding to ISM, WNPSM, and NASM, respectively.
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4.1 The wave trains associated with the ISO

over the ISM

Figure 6a displays temporal evolution of the teleconnec-

tion pattern associated with ISM ISO. We plotted thickness

(GPH200-GPH850) in order to highlight the vertical dis-

tance of the teleconnection not only in the extratropics but

also near the tropics. At day -10, the ISO convective

activity prevails over the region from northern Indian

Ocean to maritime continent, while suppressed convection

is in the northern side of the convection and over the

eastern Pacific near Mexico. At day -5, the negative OLR

anomaly intensify and moves north/northwestward and

eastward, forming a tilted band structure extending to the

central–eastern Pacific. At day 0, negative OLR anomaly

over the northern India/Pakistan reaches its maximum and

a positive OLR anomaly emerges in the equatorial Indian

Ocean, initiating a break cycle of ISM. From day ?5, the

convective activity further moves northward and eastward

at the same time, then weakens at day ?10.

Corresponding to the tropical ISO evolution, the cir-

culation (thickness) anomalies at day -10 form a great-

circle like wave train from the western coast of US across

Atlantic Ocean to western Europe. The path of the wave

activity flux also follows the arch-shaped pattern over this

sector. From western Europe where the Atlantic jet exit

and African jet entrance locates, the wave train splits into

two parts; one going northeast to northern Eurasia at the

Fig. 4 The regressed

intraseasonal anomalies of OLR

(shaded, in W/m2) and GPH200

(contour, in gpm) against

a ISM, b WNPSM, and

c NASM convective indices

defined in Fig. 1. Dotted areas
represent statistically significant

regions of GPH200 at 95 %

confidence level to the north of

20�N by student’s t test
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north of the jet and the other propagates in southeastward

direction to central Asia along the jet. At day -5, the

wave energy at the exit of the Atlantic jet strengthens and

further transfers energy northeastward to northern Eurasia

and southeastward to northern India/Pakistan region. As it

was mentioned in Ding and Wang (2007), the anticy-

clonic anomaly over the northern India/Pakistan region

enhances convection and reinforces the Rossby wave train

farther downstream along the jet to East Asia. This cor-

responds well with the direction of the wave activity flux

from day -5 to 0. The signal over Europe to Russia in

the high latitude slightly weakens at day 0, while the

tripolar anticyclonic centers over the central Asia-central

Russia-East Asia and the north–south tripole from the

tropics to North Pacific are amplified. The cyclonic

anomaly over the subtropical North Pacific is induced by

the suppressed convection to the north of the active

convection over the tropical western/central Pacific and

could enhance anticyclonic anomaly to the northern side

of the North Pacific. The anticyclonic center over Russia

evolves southward and merges at central China where the

jet maximum locates from day ?5 and the meridional

tripole over the Pacific propagates eastward followed by

the subsequent propagation of the wave train further

downstream to North Atlantic along the jet. At day ?10,

the wave train from western coast of US transfers energy

to downstream region to the exit of the Atlantic jet and

starts an opposite signal of day -10.

4.2 The wave train associated with the WNPSM ISO

In Fig. 6b, when the WNPSM is in an active phase, the

negative anomaly in the western Pacific is more enhanced

while that over the northern Indian Ocean/subcontinent is

weakened compared to Fig. 6a. It is clearly seen that the

convective activity over the WNP evolves north and

northwestward with its intensity amplifies till day 0 and

decays as moving further northwestward.

The circulation anomalies regressed against the WNP-

SMI show similar spatial structures with the ISMI, how-

ever, there are several distinct differences. First, the

southeastward wave split from the Atlantic jet is weak,

which leads to the weakening of convective activity over

the northern India/Pakistan region. It is also obvious that

the downstream enhancement of the Rossby wave train to

East Asia has disappeared compared to Fig. 6a at day -5.

Second, the anticyclonic anomaly over the central Russia

has the largest amplitude with southward propagation with

time and merges with the subtropical anticyclonic center

originated from the WNP. Third, the strengthening of the

convection over the WNP has induced arch-shaped wave

train from the WNP to western coast of US (day ?5),

Fig. 5 First two dominant

modes from EOF analysis using

June–September OLR (shading)

and regressed geopotential

height at 200 hPa by the time

coefficient of each eigenvector

during 1979–2010. Dotted areas
represent statistically significant

regions at 95 % confidence

level to the north of 20�N
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which is consistent with the results of Jiang and Lau (2008)

and other previous studies that had examined the rainfall/

drought of the western or central US (Liu et al. 1998;

Newman and Sardeshmukh 1998; Schubert et al. 2011).

They showed the variations in WNP convection are cor-

related with the intraseasonal variability of the monsoons

in both North America and East Asian/WNP sectors. It is

also noteworthy that this relationship is found in 30–60 day

time scale in our study while other studies focused on the

time scale shorter than 30 day.

4.3 The teleconnection associated with the NASM ISO

Similar to the opposite anomaly patterns associated with

the ISM and NASM ISO (Fig. 3), Fig. 6c shows that the

time evolution of the convective anomalies associated with

the NASM ISO also closely resemble the negative evolu-

tion patterns of Fig. 6a. It is of note that the convective

activity over the eastern Pacific near Mexico evolves

northward to southern US with increased amplitude on the

western side from day -10 to ?5 and decays from day ?5.

In Fig. 6c, the teleconnection pattern shows opposite

signal with Fig. 6a, but the convective activity is much

strengthened near Mexico. From day -10 to 0, two anti-

cyclonic anomalous centers over the southern North Pacific

and western Canada propagate slowly eastward. When the

eastward evolving meridional tripole approaches eastern

Pacific, the anticyclonic center over the North Pacific is

reinforced by the localized heating near Mexico during the

active phase of NASM. From day 0 to ?10, the arch-

shaped downward energy transfer from the North Pacific to

western coast of US along the jet can be detected.

Fig. 8 The regressed

intraseasonal anomalies of 2 m

air temperature (T2m Temp,

shaded) and GPH200 (contour)

with reference to the a ISM,

b WNPSM, and c NASM

indices. The unit of T2m Temp

and GPH200 are �C and gpm,

respectively. Shaded regions
indicate the T2m Temp that are

statistically significant at above

95 % confidence level
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5 Precipitation and temperature anomalies associated

with BSISO teleconnection

In this section, we will discuss how the distributions of

precipitation and surface air temperature intraseasonal

anomalies are associated with BSISO teleconnection which

will provide helpful information on intraseasonal predic-

tion for the global NH monsoon domains.

Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of the regressed

precipitation associated with intraseasonal monsoon indi-

ces. Overall, the precipitation has positive anomalies along

each monsoon domains corresponding to the evolution of

the convective activity in Fig. 6. From India southeastward

to Philippines, enhanced precipitation prevails in ISM and

WNPSM active phase. To the north/south, the opposite

tendency dominates from central to eastern China/Mari-

time Continent. Note that the meridional precipitation

contrast is more compact and intensified in WNPSMI than

ISMI. In Fig. 7c, there is large rainfall occurring over the

southern Mexico at day -5, and then slowly evolves

northward along the western and eastern coast of northern

Mexico, and to southeastern US. It is interesting to find the

opposite rainfall tendency in the northern part of South

America with the Amazon basin.

The fractional variance within 10–40 % of intraseasonal

rainfall explained by each monsoon indices mainly locate

over the monsoon domains (not shown). Meanwhile, the

10–20 % of relatively high variance occur over the central/

eastern China and the largest variance exist over the

Maritime Continent in WNPSMI.

The 2 m air temperature and GPH200 distributions

associated with each monsoon index at lag 0 is displayed in

Fig. 8. It is evident that the negative temperature anomaly

is emphasized at the maximum center of each monsoon

domains, induced by the cooling from the rainfall over the

area. The surface air temperature by all monsoon indices

accord well with the geopotential height distribution over

the extratropics, hence the tripole centers over central

Russia, central Asia, East Asia show warmer tendency

during ISM active phase while western Russia including

West Asia, Canada, and western coast of US have cold

temperature anomalies during the same phase. In Fig. 8b,

the warm temperature anomaly is more enlarged over the

Russia and Asia sector, while in Fig. 8c, the western US

and eastern Canada have the higher warm temperature

anomalies and cold air prevails over the Eurasian

continent.

From Figs. 7 and 8, it is evident that the intraseasonal

precipitation anomalies over the Eurasian and American

continent evolve in phase with the BSISO evolution and

the surface air temperature anomalies highly correspond to

the evolution of the BSISO teleconnection.

6 Conclusion

The present study investigates the BSISO teleconnection

associated with three intraseasonal monsoon activity cen-

ters and their time evolution features in the global

perspective.

In the NH summer, there are three large convective in-

traseasonal variability centers along the 10�–20�N latitude

bands over the Indian summer monsoon, Western North

Pacific summer monsoon, and North American summer

monsoon domains. In the tropics, zonally elongated band

of active convection from Arabian Sea via India, Bay of

Bengal, South China Sea, and Philippine Sea with light

convective activity extending to the central Pacific prevail

when the ISM activates. The active phase of WNPSM also

forms as a band type with the signal over the Indian sub-

continent—Bay of Bengal weakening, WNP more inten-

sified, and the central tropical Pacific weakened. When the

intraseasonal NASM activates, there is a seesaw convective

teleconnection with the ISM active phase, showing the

cohesive opposite signal.

Boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation teleconnections

associated with three monsoon ISO centers showed some

common quasi-stationary evolution as well as eastward

evolution features. There are preferred teleconnection

centers occurring over the NH continents: Europe, Russia,

central Asia, East Asia, western US, and eastern US and

Canada. Most of these regions are embedded in the

waveguide along the jet stream, but the Europe and Russia

centers are to the north of the waveguide, and eventually

moved southward and merged within the waveguide. The

intraseasonal variability over these locations can be largely

modulated by the BSISO evolution and should be consid-

ered as important locations for intraseasonal prediction.

The time evolution of the wave activity flux showed that at

the exit of each waveguide of the jets, there is southeast-

ward and northeastward split of the wave energy transfer:

at the North African-Asian jet exit the wave energy transfer

toward southeastward (northeastward) along the western

coast of US (to Canada); and at the North Atlantic jet exit

the energy propagates southeastward (northeastward) to the

upstream of the North African jet (to Europe and Russia).

Boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation teleconnection

not only had quasi-stationary but also the eastward evolu-

tionary features evident over the Pacific-US sector, along

with the eastward migration of the BSISO convection over

the tropics. This has not been highlighted in the previous

studies since the summer ISO includes complex evolu-

tionary features, so as the teleconnection. The large scale of

the north–south circulation anomalies along with the

tropical convective activity can perturb the extratropical

waves that span along the waveguides.
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From the precipitation distribution according to three

monsoon indices, central/eastern China, Maritime Conti-

nent, Mexico had significantly opposite tendency with the

enhanced rainfall over the monsoon domains in Indo-

western Pacific. The opposite tendency of the rainfall

between northern South America and Amazon basin was

also found. The BSISO teleconnection had significantly

consistent pattern with the surface air temperature, except

for the opposite tendency at the center of the monsoon

domain which is induced by the cooling from the

precipitation.

To better understand and explain the tropical influence

on the extratropical circulation anomalies in the NH, fur-

ther analysis will be needed with the numerical experiment

to verify the results found in the present study. It is also

important to extend our analysis to previous a few decades

to see whether there is any interdecadal modulation of

intraseasonal teleconnection over the globe.
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